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Starting out with this preconception, he tries 
to illustrate it by means of a number of verses 
taken from Racine and Hugo, and since he 
does not try to formulate any law, but merely 
looks for repetitions of the same consonant or 
vowel within the same verse, in a number of 
instances he necessarily finds what he is 
looking for. To what extreme he carries his 
theory can be seen from the following citation 
on p. 243 of his book: 

"Aria-ne, ma sceur,-de quel amour-blessee, 
Vous mourfi-tes aux bords-ohi vous fa-tes laissde! 

Le second vers, une merveille, a toute sa 
sonorite concentree dans le mot bords qui 
porte l'accent rythmique de lhemistiche, et 
dans lequel le son plein de l'o est frappe par la 
dentale (sic) b et prolonge par 1'r. Cette 
dentale (sic) est le centre de quatre alliterations 
formees par le v, l'r, le / et I's. Nous les 
mettrons en evideince: 

Vous mouRii-TeSau bo-R' oti Vous fa-Tes laisSde" 

Four different alliterations in one verse is a 
little too much, everybody will admit. But to 
let the voiced linked s of mnourfiles and the 
V oiceless s in laissEe form one of these alliter- 
ations is worse still, and strikingly shows the 
danger of yielding too much to some pre- 
conceived idea. 

Thus I think I need no excuse for not ex- 
amining the verses in 'Athalie ' in reference to 
alliterations and assonances. Prof. T obler in 
his excellent book, 'VXom franz6sischen Vers- 
bau alter und neuer Zeit' makes no mention 
whatsoever of alliteration, and treats of asso- 
nance merely as the old substitute for rhyme. 

I wish to add, however, that there can be 
found in 'Athalie '-just as in other non-alliter- 
ative poetry, and often even in prose-lines or 
passages containing so striking a repetition of 
the same consonant, that in reading them we 
become conscious of the presence of alliter- 
ationi, even though it might be difficult to say 
to what extent the author was conscious of its 
use. Such instances are far from being with- 
out interest, btut their importance ought not to 
be overestimated, but should be proportioned 
to the regularity and frequency of their oc- 
currence. 

A. R. HOHLFELD. 

Vanderbilt University. 

REMJ1ARKS ON TIHE GAUCHO AND 
HIS DIALECY'. 

IN spite of the distressinig political muddles 
that still impede the material progress of the 
Argentine Confederation, its statistics of late 
years have shown remarkably significant 
figures. In 1887 Buenos Aires alone received 
over 120,000 emigrants of various nationalities, 
and during the twenty years between i866 to 
i886 the income of the Argentine government 
was quadrupled. All this induces one to 
believe that the twentieth century will see in 
the Confederation of the Rio de la Plata, a 
powerful country, rich in its developed re- 
sources and yet having in store, like the United 
States at present, an incalculable amount of 
latent energy. 

The immense yearly influx into that country 
of foreign elements, will undoubtedly influence 
the character of the nation and have also a 
bearing uipon its politics. 

The question has been asked, as to whether 
the incoming of so many " foreign " languages 
into a country as poorly endowed with means 
forfiopular education as the Argentine would,in 
time, not have a disintegrating effect upon its 
national tongue, and even prevent it from 
holding its own. So far, there has been no 
evident sign of change. The Hispano-Ameri- 
can element has not only the advantage of 
possessioni and actual existence, but it is con- 
stantly strengthened by large contingents of 
Spanish-speaking emigrants from Old Spain 
and the Basque provinces. The general emi- 
gration in point of nationality, is too lhetero- 
geneous for anv special people to show pre- 
dominance. The different races that constitute 
the European family meet in the vast regions 
of Argentina upon neutral soil and, as a rule, 
rapidly assimilate with the natives and adopt 
the Spanish tongue. The only people who, 
by their numbers, might prove a dangerous 
trial to the original Spanish element, are the 
Italians. But they, for the most part, belong 
to an uninfluential, uneducated class, and 
speak as many dialects as there are Italian 
provinces. The Teutons, although numerous 
and influential, do not try to subvert the 
established order of things. The recalcitrant 
Anglo-Saxons alone show some objection to 
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being merged too quickly into the general 
mass, but even they in time yield to surround- 
ing influences. 

The "native" population may be, for the 
sake of distinction, roughly devided into two 
categories, the urban and the rural. The 
former, whether of pure Spanish descent or 
mixed with foreign element, represents for 
the most part classes inifluential both in 
politics and business, who seek the cities and 
towns for social and commercial purposes. 
According to their 'lights and means, they 
mould themselves upon the accepted ex- 
amples of European civilization and culture, 
and do not either in appearance or speech any 
more decidedly diverge from their Spanish 
cousins across the Atlantic, than the Anglo- 
Saxon Americans from their British proto- 
types. It is, therefore, not among the inhabi- 
tants of the towns and cities of the Argentine 
Confederation,that one is apt to find a decided- 
ly distinctive native type-one that has found 
its origin in racial peculiarities and developed 
within an environment never penetrated by 
outside influences. This type, native but not 
national since it belongs only to a part of the 
whole population of the country, is to be found 
in that portion of the rural population in Ar- 
gentina known as the " Gauchos " the hijos 
del pais, the criollos, the paisanos of pure 
strain as they love to name themselves-a race 
of beings separated by an impassable gulf 
from the puebleros and the encroaching grintgo 
foreigner, whom in their simple barbarous 
mind they dispise, but whose inexplicable 
superiority they gloomily and reluctantly 
admit. 

In the absence of books for reference, the 
following observations on the Gauchos and 
their dialect or speech-mixture are necessarily 
crude, and chi.efly dependent upon knowledge 
gained from eleven years of personal inter- 
course with the strange denizens of the Pam- 
pas. The remarks must be taken, moreover, 
as applying rather to the general type of the 
Argentine " Cow-boy" than to any specific 
one. In a paper like this, one may well be 
excused from considering divergences in 
character, speech and customs, that exist 
among a race thinly scattered over thousands 
of square miles of territory. Their individu- 

ality is more or less pronounced according to 
their greater or lesser proximity to civilized 
centres. It is, therefere, merely the composite 
appearance and not the distinctive features of 
the Gauchos, that I shall attempt to reproduce 
here. Although they may be termed now the 
relics of a fast decaying system, they still 
represent the bulk of the rural population on 
the flat lands of the Pampas, the swelling 
camps of Entre Rios, the stony banks of the 
Uruguay and the hilly regions of Cordoba, and 
yet the Gauchos are going fast. They recoil 
as civilization advances to destroy the reasons 
of their being and their free mode of existence. 
They chafe under the restraints that law and 
order impose, and in spite of what may seem 
a contradiction, their singular adaptability of 
character, they will undoubtedly withdraw 
further and further west until the material 
causes that contributed to their development 
shall have passed away forever. 

Like the old plantation negro, the Gatucho 
will soon be a half-mythical type; he belongs 
to a race of Centaurs that is bound to dis- 
appear, anid we shall soon have to wait for 
local poets and romance writers to remind us 
that this child of nature had passions, pictur- 
esque customs and heroic qualities-every- 
thing calculated to stir the imagination of 
lovers of original characters. As a South 
American writer says: 

'-The Gaucho does not leave behind him 
great cities or monuments to defy time, btit he 
has lived, has suffered, leaving behind him 
memories that are worthy of being piously 
gathered and communicated to posterity." 

Unlike the Anglo-Saxon pioneers in North 
America, the early Spanish settlers mingled 
freely with the aboriginal tribes they found on 
the pampas, consequently the bulk of the 
rural population of that part of the Argentine 
still devoted to cattle, sheep and horse raising 
is composed of a mixed race in whose veins 
Castilian and Indian blood flows in pro- 
portions varying according to locality. Social 
outcasts, unrestrained, irresponsible, innocent 
of conscientious scruples, these childeren of 
nature have all the characteristics of this 
double origin. Good qualities often balance 
the bad in their composition, and the former 
manifest themselves in a manner singularly 
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at variance with notions accepted in civilized 
life of righlt and wrong. The average Gau- 
cho is genierous, crafty, liberal, irreligious, 
ignorant, imminoral,ferocious, hospitable, brave, 
'moderately" hionest, fond of display, eager 
for novelty, a natural gambler, libertine and 
dandy, "et partant "-for some unaccountable 
reasoni, "le meilleur fils du monde." On the 
wlhole, he is magnificent material which, wvith 
skillful handling, good treatmeent and thorough 
shapilng, couild be converted into a superb 
specimen of h-iuman-iity. Unfortunately, hie gets 
nonie of tlhese; as lbe himself says 

El gaucho no es Argentino 
Sino para hacerlo matar 

El gaucho es com11o la lana, se limpia y com- 
pone a palos. 

And truly the ever-recurring revolutions 
have not been exactly a school of morals for 
the poor Ishmael of the Camps. He finds 
it impossible to hold property of his own for 
any lengtlh of time, anid the free methods of 
acquisition practiced by the rapacious Cadil- 
los, the mushroonm outgrovth of any outbreak, 
cannot fail to impress the subordinates wvith 
loose ideas as to the sacredness of proprietor- 
ship. Subjected to such morally deteriorating 
influences in their daily life, it might seem a 
marvel to find moral instincts, generous con- 
duct and honest dealings amonig such company, 
and yet one does find here examples of all 
these;-virtues 1have a stranlge caprice for 
xvandering into queer places! If it be a virtue 
to be pleasanit in the company of others the 
Gaucho certainly possesses it to an extraordi- 
nary degree. Talking and singing are the 
social pastimes lie most delights in. In his 
conversationi hie is vivacious aind ready, and 
his language, vixid, voluble and picturesque, 
borrows similes and metaphors from sur- 
rounding life. It is stocked, moreover, vith 
quaint sayings of native origin, and possesses 
a fair sprinlkling of those enchanting Spanislh 
proverbs whiclh the great Sancho Panza em- 
ployed with such striking effect. 'Material anid 
sensual as the Gaucllo's life may be, his 
speeclh often betrays a vague poetic feeling, 
while here and there a naive, but startling ex 
pression of thought denotes the unconscious 
working of a soul, elevated momentarily above 
the brutalizing suirroundinigs of a semi-barba- 

rous existence. It is like some flash of divine 
initelligence quickly smother-ed in the smoke 
of igniorance. 

The Gaucho is alert, quick at repartee, and 
guitar in hand, displays a renmarkable ability 
for improvisation. His crude - sthetic notions 
and correct ear teach him to detect at once 
anything like inicongruity or discordance. It 
is probably due to this characteristic that the 
Spanish language has preserved itself with 
singular purity over vast regions of territory 
entirely cut off from educational cenitres or 
means of literary perpetuation. The degree 
in pturity of diction depends, of cour-se, upon 
geographical position.-There is a notable 
difference between the languiage of thelfaisauio 
of the Pampas of Buenos Aires or the sonme- 
wvlat civilized Oriental and that " half-jacard" 
specimen of humaniity the grunting, morose 
" Correntino indiao " from the banks of the 
Corrientes and Parana. The vocabulary has 
borrowed little or nothing from the store of 
foreign words introduced into the Spanish of 
the cities by the late European immigration, 
but it is enr-iched by numerous term.s of local 
origin, a number of Indian words referring to 
objects and customs of camp life, or express- 
inig namies of indigenious plants, animals, etc. 
This Indiani contingenit is furnished by the 
Guaranii, the Quiclhua the Araicaniian and 
kindred dialects-the first predominates over- 
whelmingly. 

The words collected in this sketch are 
merely representativTe; they by no means 
constitute more than the ordinary stock in 
trade of local terms and Indialn words that 
eniter into the Gaucho's daily speech. Few 
or none are included in the last edition of the 
dictionary of the Spanislh Academy. This 
fact in itself is worthy of comment. Even 
admitting that the majority of such words and 
terms represent objects existing or in use in 
the Argenline and Uruguayan rural districts, 
they are certainly employed by a large popu- 
lation of Spanish-speaking people, and must 
enter into the present and future literatture of 
the countries situated on the Uruguay and 
Parana. 

In runninlg over the suLbjoinied list of words, 
it will be noticed that in their phonetical devi- 
ations fromt the regular Spanish, two principal 
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facts are stronQgly demonstrated. As usual, in 
the speech of uintutored people, the so-called 
principle of ease in pronunciation strongly as- 
serts its presence in the dialect spoken by the 
Gauchos. There is a certain lack of supple- 
ness of the tongue, as if it could not turn and 
twist easily to form the more intricate vowel 
and consonantal combinations. And then, 
again, in their efforts to be correct they often 
involuntarily introduce excentric permutations. 
The other features are the perpetuationi of 
dialectic peculiarities still in existence in some 
of the provinces of Spain, and the persistence 
of natural laws prevalent during the formative 
periods of the Spanish dialects. 

PERMUTATION. 

a for e: rair, rai, plaito, craia, sais, vainte. 
e " a: comendante. 
e i: mesmo (old),desgracia, estrutor,pole- 

ciano, menistro. 
e o: escuro. 
i e: ricuerdo, apiarse, pion, ginetiar, 

vaquiano, licion (old form), rial, 
siguro, aviriguar, estaquiada, cria- 
tura, vinistes, pior, cain. 

it i: tutubiando. 
u o: circustancia, aura, tuito. 
b v: guiebos, 
f j: fefe. 
g b: aguela, gueno. 
g c: garabina. 
g " h: guerfano, giiebos, giiesos, giuella. 
g v: enguelvo, guelven, guelvo. 
h " i: ahi. 
j " f: jogon, juncion, juerte, dijunto,juego, 

juror, ajuera, jui (fin), projundo, 
juera (fuera), julano. 

j g: dijusto, dijustar. 
j h: juir, juyendo. 
I d: alvertido, alquerido, almirar, almitir, 

candilato. 
I r: ploclamar, ploclama, clini. 
r d: resertor. 
r 1: carculen. 
v b: revelar, vicho, viscacha. 
y " 1: ay. 
z (Frenchj) for 11: all words with double ii 

are pronounced like Frenchj. 

SELF-EVIDENT CORRUPTIONS. 

comiqu6: comit6, 

desubordinado: insubordenado, 
dejuro: seguro, 
dejuradamente: seguiramnente, 
papoletano: napoletanio, 
Ingalatierra: Inglaterra, 
nmalnajuana: demajuana. 

Permutation extends to augmenitatives, di- 
minutives and derivatives. 

M ETATH SIS. 

Flaire: fraile, naides: niadie, probe: pobre, 
ansi: asi or asina, redetirse: deretirse, reve- 
lar: relevar, redepente: de repente, redamar: 
deramar. 

PROSTHESIS. 

Abarajar, afigurarse, arrecostar, arreman- 
gar, afijarse, asiguin, ainidiao, rejuntar, en- 
deveras, enllenar, dispedicioni, dentrar, iba a 
dir, al dir (in Asturi-iani dialect). 

EPENTHESIS. 

'Vido, caiba, traiban, inociencia. 

EPITHESIS. 
Creanmenlo, rencien, ansi. 

DIPHTHONGISATION. 
Empiece, apriende, enderiezani, comienzan, 

enderiese, prienda, prieste, tiemplo, dueblen 
(duebla), ruempa, revuelver, cuerpiada, nuem- 
bres. 

SYNCOPE. 
Tuito: todito, aura: ajora, tuavia: todavia, 

resinao: resiglnado, esperencia, fi, ay, vecina- 
rio, protetor, cencia, atura, itnorancia, cren, 
he conocio, refalar, via (veia), aonde (adonde), 
sos (sois), conduta, vian, sulevar, indina (indi- 
ana), traindo (trayendo), istante, estrutor, 
mag,alena. 

Cufiao (cufnado). The d is almost always 
dropped in the past participle of the first con- 
jugation; in nouns and adjectives, etc. 

APOCOPE. 
Final d is usually dropped :-Se (sed), uste 

(usted), verdi (verdad), Si (sin), pa (para), do 
(dov). 

APHARESIS. 

no, na: sehor, sefiora; h-o Juan, fnora or ha 
Juaana, hublar (anublar). 
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Soniie poinits of divergence betwee;i Ihe forms 
of /he Gancho's dite/ecl antd those of Ihe 

.Sa;ish. 

a. The uise of ir is very commoln: iba fA hal- 
lar; iban creciendo; fue a ploclamar; ibamos 
ci hacer; iban a dar; iba 'a reunir; ibamos 'a 
lhacer; iba sonando el onero es bueno dir 
ensillando-This use is common in the Asturi- 
an dialect. Cf. Pidal's 'Romancero Asturi- 
ano.' 

b. Lo and los are used almost entirely, even 
with intransitives: lo fi a hablar (fufi). 

c. Diphthonigisatioln and intercalation of b 
and d are commoln in verbal forms. The b 
may be a reminiscence of the Latini bamn; the 
d; as in vido, is fouind in Old Spaniish of 
Berceo and even in Garcilaso's time. Stub- 
junctive Present and Imperative; ojalaf los 
ruempa el saco. Imperfect Indicative (second 
conjugation): creiba, lo vido veniir, caiba, 
traiban. We have analogical forlms in verbs 
vine, vinistes; vino, vinimos; vinestes, vinier- 
on. 

Common use of cain (caen), Jui-Juera (fui 
and fuera)-j has h-sound strongly aspirate. 
Cf. change of f to j-also fi (fuf): fi fA verl6 
(frequent use in Old Spanish: ego fui ad clo- 
mum); trujo (Old Spanish form for trajo). 
d. Diphthongisation carried through all the 
persons of the tense is probably due to analo- 
gY. 

e. The prostlhetic developpment of some 
words which have the additioni of a, ar and 
d for greater emphasis, has already been 
menitioned. The a is certainly not tlhe Arab 
particle alnd it is doubtful whether it is the 
Latin ad. 

f. Vacillation in the use of certain rules 
adopted in Spaniish to prevent hiatus: cual- 
quiera desgraciado, cualquier tranquera, la 
agua, la alma, la aguila. 

g. An excessive affection for augmentativTes 
and diminutives. 

Words of local oriigin or mneaning not founitd 
itt he Diclionary of Ihe fSpanish AcadeAq'. 

Arriada arriador,acollarar (to couple horses), 
aparcero (partner in love), apedarse (to get 
drunk), atarasquear, abombao, bosta (of ma- 

nure not in Gauclho sense), bostear bostamenta; 
bichos, colorados; bolts, boleadoras, bolear; 
biclhoco; boliche (not with Gaucho meaninlg 
'Sutler's shop '), bichar, botrbero (not with 
Gaucho meaning 'scout'), Ibagual, baflado, 
buscapie, birutas, cliiripa, caranlclho, criollo, 
churasco, colnchavar (lnot with Gaucho mean- 
ing 'to hire '), chumbo (not with Gaucho 
meaninlg 'bird-shot'), cosiar (and derivative 
nouns and adjectives), cimaron, caila (whisky), 
corral (cattle yard), china (common name 
given to native women on the camps), carnear, 
carlneada, clhangango, chicharra, cancha, el 
condeenao (the devil), chuncaco, coyundas 
clhafaloniia, al cuete (uselessly), domador, de- 
spilchar, desgraciarse (with Gauclho meaning 
of 'killilng some one' anid 'being unfortunate '), 
estaca, facon, flete (a horse), gringo, gara- 
pata, mancarron, mulita, mate, milico, mili- 
cada, milonga, mamarse (not in Gaucho sense 
'to get drunk '), mamua, matuchio, mandinga, 
novillo, novillada, el nacioln (a foreigner usual- 
ly an Italian), naco (plug of tobacco), nutria, 
peludo, pintor (in sense of being a 'dude'), 
pucho, palenque, pingo, pardo (a mulatto), 
pilcha, pollera (skirt), puertear, pango, pasmo 
(any kind of sickness), quincho, querencia, 
quirquinchos, recado (saddle), ramada, re- 
tobao (invulnerable), reyuno, redomon, rum- 
beao, ronga-catonga, resongar, sobrepuesto, 
soquete, sotreta, safar, sorino (skunk), tirador 
(Gaucho 'belt'), tapera, tranca (also means 
' a drunk '), tranquera, tero-tero, tientos (saddle 
thongs), toruno, trastrabillar, tape, toldo, 
tolderia, trenza del lazo, vicios vaqueano, yapa, 
yerras (cattle marking) zapallo. 

Indian zuords tsed by the Gauchos atnd Para- 
gwayants. 

Chinchilla: wild rabbit, anguza: field rats, 
aguar guazIu: half wolf, cobaf: guinea-pig, 
cuati: racoon, mataco: small armadillo, car- 
pincho: water hog, pichy, tatu: urmadillo, 
lagarto: big lizard, chuchu: fever, yaguaret6: 
tiger, pacu: round flat fish like turbot, bagre: 
piques, jacare: alligator, tupi: little dog, 
curupai: dyeing bark, fnandutay: spider-web 
lace, chipa: mandeoca bread, yaguari, guan- 
aco, guayaca, inborebi: tapir, maja, guazd 
ara: tapir, ypicuai: (luck region, biscacha: 
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prairie dog, tucu-tucu: sort of field rat, caraz(a: 
devil monkey, guazu: deer, caraguata': Para- 
guayan jute, tay tetui: little pig, tayasei: 
boar, i-andurii: little snake, guazt' pita: red 
deer, yacahu: pheasant, yacd, guiacamayo: 
macaw, yniambu: little partridge, tacuara: 
cane, tape. 

TREE.S AND PLANTS. 

Aguaraiba, alpamato, arazA, birar6, buru- 
cuj'a, cad: woods, caambaf: gilly flower, cama- 
lote (uncertain because I does not exist in 
Guarani), curf, chalchal, chafnar, chilca, gegen, 
gnayabirfa, guiayacau, genl6, ibar6, isipa, lapa- 
cho, molle, fiandubay, algarobo, fiapinda, 
ombti, pitamga, sarandi, seibo, sebil, tacuara, 
taruima, tatare, tunb6, tipa, totora, urunday, 
yatay. 

FISH. 
Bagre, manduvi, pacd, mangurLiiyt', pati, 

zurubi, taradira. 
BIRDS. 

Bigua, cabur6, chaja, chingolo, mac6, ma- 
caglIa, flandt'i: small ostrich, tacuara, that is, 
Iaqua 'hollow canes' and ra round=' round 
hollow canes,' burncuyia bt--' to grow,' urucu 
=' little tree with red berries,' zd=' to flower,' 
urui: hen, tirutao: night bird, yacut, chafa. 

QUADRUPEDS. 

Aguara: fox, bagual, cuati, gulazubirA, 
tamanduta: ant-bear, tatu', taquaremb6. 

INSECTS. 

Alua, canioati, saguaipe, manganga: big 
bee, tambegua, tuco, yaguarfi: big wolf, 
jacare, yaranif: poisonous snake. 

It is useless to try to reproduce here the 
meaning of all these words since most of them 
refer to local plants and animals. The ety- 
mology is not always consistent, because often 
the component parts of a word have suffered 
from attrition. Words like iafpiizda are easily 
placed; ,ia 'to gather,' pindd-hooks='plant 
with many hooks.' 

F. M. PAGE. 
Brynt MAawr College. 

SHAKESPEARIANA-Inlaiid. 

IN his note to the passage containing the ex- 
pression "inland bred" ("As You Like It," 
Act ii, Sc. 7), Hudson writes 

" 1Inad, the commentators say, is here op- 
posed to ubland, wllich meant ruzde, un6ibred. 
I am apt to think the nse of the word grew 
from the fact, thiat up to the Poet's time all the 
main springs of culture anid civility in England 
were literally inland, reimiote from the sea." 

And Schmidt, in his 'Shakespeare-l-exicon,' 
remarks: 

" Inland, a wocrd of a very vague signifi- 
cation, not so much denoting remotenless from 
the sea or the frontier, as a seat of peace and 
peaceful civilizatioin; (perhaps opposed to 
mountainous districts as the seats of savTazge 
barbarousness, etc.") 

Almost all the rece nt editors agree in the 
statement that intland is opposed to upland; 
but surely the opposite of in is Inot ui but outl, 
anid the opposite of inland is ontlanid. This 
same antithesis is foun-d in the other Teutoniic 
languages as wvell as in all periods of the Eng- 
lish, inland representing the native country, 
and otutland all foreign parts. Shakespeare, 
indeed, does not use the word otullad, but it 
was common in his (lay and it is familiar to 
most readers from a well-klnowni passage in 
the Bible (Nehemialb xiii, 26.). 

However, inland meaning native, as opposed 
to oauland or foreign, wvould aid u1s little in 
understanding the reference contaiined in the 
expression utnder considerationi. We must 
seek further for a use of this word which will 
perfectly harmonize with the sense of the pas- 
sage that we have referred to, anid with the 
breeding and experience of the speaker there 
represented. 

Lordl Campbell's little book has made us so 
familiar with Shakespeare's legal acquire- 
ments that we are never surprised to find the 
poet employing the techlnical laniguage of the 
law. It appears that we can discover a term 
drawn from the usage of this profession in the 
word inlanid, for the explaniationi of its legal 
meaninlg clears up the obscutrity of the passage 
adduced from "As You Like It," and at the 
same time throws liglht upoIn two others whicl 
have long been in need of suclh illumination. 

In the 'Law-Dictionary' of Giles Jacob, are 
to be found the followiing clefiniitions, which 
have been repeated by all the prinlcipal law- 
dictionaries since xvi-itten 

I 'The Law-Dictionary.' By Giles Jacolb, corrected alnd 
enlarged by T. E. Tomlins, London, I809. 
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